How does Solver stack up?
It’s time to modernize your financial planning and analysis. Compare key features
Solver can offer against Microsoft Dynamics GP Management Reporter.

FEATURE

MANAGEMENT REPORTER

Yes, both LIVE (real-time) and data
warehouse-based options available

Live integration exclusively on
Microsoft Dynamics ERP, but can
configure connections to OLAP
cubes or other data stores.

Web-Based User Interface

Yes, modern web-based portal.
Both available in the cloud (SaaS)
and on premise (perpetual).

On-premise deployment only.

Full CPM Suite /
True Data Warehouse
Architecture

Solver can be deployed as a
complete Reporting, Budgeting,
Data Warehouse suite, including
options for Power BI integrations
or other dashboards.

Data warehousing is not offered, so
it is the customer’s responsibility to
pull non-Dynamics data from either an
OLAP cube or a data warehouse. Does
not offer budgeting or dashboards.

Deep Integration with ERPs

Yes, includes deep, user-friendly
& configurable ETL connectors
plus option for live AX, NAV, GP, SL
reporting with pre-integrated GL
and sub-ledger fields.

No, integrations are exclusively
for GL data analyses off of
Microsoft Dynamics products.

Report Template Layout,
Flexibility & Dimensionality

Virtually unrestricted report and
input form design capabilities
thanks to modern Excel add-in.
100+ dimensions with unlimited
use of attributes for max flexibility.
Dynamic rows and columns.

Numerous report/form layout
and calculation restrictions
due to proprietary interface.

Self-service web access to
executed reports with drill-down,
organized in categories, with
playlists, split screen report
comparison, and more.

Not available.

Yes, optional workflow module for
larger multi-user
deployments.

Not available.

Very flexible report writer
thanks to Excel/web options.
Full reporting and consolidation
functionality, including currency,
eliminations, adjustment, multi-ERP
consolidations and more.

Reporting is the focus for this retired
tool, primarily for live integrations to
Microsoft Dynamics products.

Excel-design, web-based delivery
offers best of both worlds.

Not available.

Live Reporting on ERP Database

Innovative Web Portal Archive
for Report Viewers

Workflow

Reporting & Consolidations

Budgeting & Forecasting
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